LINE MARKING
MADE EASY WITH
TURF TANK

CONTACT

Turf Tank One is the world’s first
autonomous line marking robot
that revolutionizes the sports field
line marking industry. Forget about
traditional marking techniques,
walking with strings all over the

877-396-4094

field, doing manual measurements
and pushing the line marker
yourself. With Turf Tank ONE you
can paint any sports field easier,
faster and more efficiently.

The robot is very user friendly
and it is really easy to go from
one size field to another.
It was a very valuable
purchase and it will continue
to save us money the more we
use it!
BATON ROUGE
PARKS & RECREATION

3330 Cobb Parkway NW
Suite 324-380
Acworth, GA 30101

sales@turftank.com

www.turftank.com

TURF TANK
ONE

AUTONOMOUS
LINE MARKING ROBOT

SAVE TIME

INCREASE ACCURACY
Turf Tank ONE can draw
precise lines with an accuracy
of +/- 0.3″, every time, due to
its GPS system. It memorizes
all locations and route plans
from the initial marking,
making over-marking 100%
accurate.

Due to its advanced GPS
technology, Turf Tank ONE
easily measures, maps the field
and draws the lines 7x faster
than traditional line marking.

SAVE PAINT

IMPROVE WORK CONDITIONS

Turf Tank uses a smart, lowpressure paint pump/nozzle
set-up, which reduces the paint
consumption with 50%

With our smart tablet and its
intuitive app you can control the
robot and manage the line
marking process easier than
ever. No more strings and
measurements done by hand.
Control everything with just one
screen.

MORE THAN 45 DIFFERENT
FIELD TYPES. MORE THAN
10,000 COMBINATIONS

FOOTBALL

LACROSSE

SOCCER

BASEBALL

RUGBY

RUNNING
TRACKS

BRANDING & FUNDRAISING
OPPORTUNITIES

SOCIAL DISTANCING ZONES

Spice up your sport field with
robot-created letters, numbers,
and custom logos. Stand up from
the crowd and show off your
organization's identity with your
uniquely branded-wrapped robot!
Attract sponsors and generate
money by drawing their logos on
your field.

With the challenging times
imposed by the COVID-19
situation, we designed our Turf
Tank robot to draw social
distancing zones to keep
people participating in events
safe.

200+ CUSTOMERS
WORLDWIDE
CLUB & YOUTH SPORTS ORGANIZATIONS
MUNICIPAL PARKS & RECREATION
PUBLIC & PRIVATE SCHOOLS
COLLEGES & UNIVERSITIES
PROFESSIONAL TEAMS & STADIUMS

